A fast parsimonious linear-programming-based algorithm for training neural networks is proposed that suppresses redundant features while using a minimal number of hidden units. This is achieved by propagating sideways to newly added hidden units the task of separating successive groups of unclassified points. Computational results show an improvement of 2653% and 19.76% in tenfold cross-validation test correctness over a parsimonious perceptron on two publicly available datasets.
PARSIMONIOUS SIDE PROPAGATION
The ParsimoNous Side Propagation algorithm trains a neural network with a minimal number of hidden units, each unit utilizing a miniimal number of problem features, to classify an ndmensional input vector as belonging to either of two finite point sets A or B in R". The m training points of A are represented by the matrix A E R" '" and the k trainiing points of B are represented by the matrix B E Rkxn. We initially consider the set A U €3 "unclassified". In the notation of our algorithm, we set A' := A and U' := U.
In training the hidden units, we begin with the entire training data A U U and compute a plane { z I w T~ = y } utilizing a minimum number of the n problem features (i.e. setting as many elements of w E R" to zero), while attempting to separate A from The number of features utilized by the separating plane (i.e. the number of nonzero elements of w) is determined by the feature suppression parameter X E [O, 11. When X = 0, no features are suppressed while attempting to separate A and U. When X = 1, w is totally suppressed to a useless zero solution. Thus X is taken in the open interval (0, l), while the smoothing parameter Q is typically set to 5, so that the smooth exponential 1 -approximates fairly accurately the step function E. E R on the nonnegative real line. For X = 0, the error in separating the training data is minimized, but our goal is not to produce a classifier with minimum error on the the training data, but we wish to determine the classifier (neural network) to perform with low error on future unseen data. Classification error on unseen data, or generalization error, is m i n i z e d for solutions of (1) with 1 > X > 0 [2]. The value of y: is de"ipbed so that the purify of the halfspace 31: is above the accuracy tolerance and the number of points of A' U B ' in 31: is maximal (puri~ is defined below in Definition 1.1).
Similarly, the value of 7; is determined so that the purity of 31: is -. 
purity(%, A, B) := Once this is achieved we thmw away the points contained in these two halrspaces as being classified. The pomts that we still wish to consider further (Le. the training data remaining "unclassified") lie between the two halfspaces and ~f e :
We represent these "unclassified" points by the matrices A '
and B2. The set A' U B ' are those points of A U B on or betweem theparallelplanes { z ) ( w ' )~z = y:] and { z~( w ' )~s = yo') that have remained after the removal of the points of A U B on the outside of these two planes. See Figures 1 and 3 . At this point we attempt to separate "unclassified" data by a plane { z ) ( w ' )~x = y' } obtained by solving (1) with A replaced by A' , B r e p l d by B2, m replaced by the number of points in A' and k replaced by the number of points in B2. See Figure 3 .
We now add three hidden units to the neural network. See &Figure 2. The first hidden unit has weight vector w' and dueshold 7:. If this hidden unit "fires" for some input vector, this implies that((~')~x-y:), = 1 whichimpliesthat(~')~x > y:. which indicates that x E 31:. Since %: was constructed to be a-pure" halfspace, we can correctly classify x. The second hidden unit has weight vector -tu1 and threshold -y;. Similarly, if this hidden unit "fires" for a given mput vectol; we conclude that this mput vector is in and can be correctly classified. The third hidden unit is added with weight vector w' and threshold 7'. If neither of the first two hidden units "'W. then this hidden unit will attempt to correctly classify the given mput vector.
At this stage we have either added one hidden u n i~ m which case the plane separating the "unclassified" training data perfom with sccuracy above o w predefined tolerance. Otherwise. we have to determine two parallel planes defining two "pure" halfspaces. 
Given this preemptive output weight vector v2, threshold T~ is determined so that the number of points,of FA and HB &la-sifiedbytheplane{u E Rhl(v2)'u =~~) i s m i n i " i . T h i s i s accomplished by the linesearch procedure mentioned earlier. Now two classification functions based on the two candidate output units are defined. We choose the candidate corresponding to the classification function with best perfomance on the training data A U B (i.e. the one misclassifying the fewestpoints of A U €3). (ii) Ifthe correctnessof fBcsl(x) is greater than K , stop.
(4)
(iii) If the correctness of fBcsl(x) does not surpass K , set j = j + 1 and h = h -1 andgo to 1 . Figure 4 for this dataset was omitted for lack of space.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

SUMMARY & CONCLUSION
We have proposed and implemented a fast linear-programmingbased algorithm in which the task of separating successive groups of unclassified points is propagated sideways along hidden units until an overall separation accuracy on the training set is reached.
Features deemed unnecessary by the mathematical program are removed by each hidden unit or unit-pair that is added. The economy in the use of available features and the minimal number of hidden units added to achieve an acceptable accuracy leads to a parsimonious neural network that appears to generalize well on unseen data.
